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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider solutions u of q u = 0 in the exterior of a 
moving body, denoted by B(t), with the boundary condition u = 0 on aB(t). 
Let 
Q(t) = R3 -B(t) and Q = u Q(t) x {t}. 
o<t<m 
The existence and uniqueness of weak solutions of this problem was 
proved in [l] using the penalty method of Lions [lo]. The hypothesis in [l] 
is that Q could be mapped onto a cylinder Q* without changing the hyper- 
bolic character of the equation. This implied that the lateral boundary, Z, 
of Q was time like. Such a mapping is called hyperbolic, and is defined in 
Section 1. Because of the finite speed of propagation of disturbances governed 
by the equation q u = 0, this hypothesis seemed unnecessarily strong. 
Inoue [5] succeeded in proving the existence of a smaoth solution, assuming 
only that the boundary Z is time like at each point. En Section 1 we prove the 
existence and uniqueness of weak solutions with only a local condition on the 
boundary, namely that Z is time like, and that there is a three-dimensional 
vector field #3, defined in a neighborhood V of Z, such that (B, 1) is tangent 
to 2, and 1 p 1 < 01 < 1 on V. Our methods are similar to those of [5]. 
In Section 2 we turn to the question of local energy decay. Kazarinoff and 
Bloom [6] obtained local energy decay on the order of t-2 assuming that the 
bodies B(t) are starlike with respect to the origin and are asymptotic to a fixed 
body as t -+ co, i.e., that I,9 1 --+ 0 as t + 00. Inoue [4] was also able to 
obtain the existence of the wave operators W+ and W- of scattering theory 
under similar hypothesis. Using estimates of Morawetz [7J, [l l] we are able 
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to deduce that the local energy decays exponentially, as in the case of a 
fixed starlike body, without assuming that B(t) is asymptotic to a fixed body. 
Instead, we must assume that fi and its derivatives are “small” in a sense made 
precise in Section 2. Al though the total energy is not conserved because of the 
moving boundary, we are able to deduce that it is bounded. 
Section 3 is devoted to examples where the hypotheses of Sections 1 and 2 
are satisfied. These include the case of a rigid body revolving about the origin, 
and a pulsating sphere, centered at the origin. 
1. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF WEAK SOLUTIONS 
We denote points in R3 x R by (x, t). 1 x 1 denotes the norm in R3 while 
(x, y) is the scalar product. 
For each t E [0, CD), let B(t) be a compact set in R3 with smooth boundary. 
We assume that there are constants 0 < b < r0 such that 
{x E R3: 1 x 1 < b} C B(t) C {x E R3: / x 1 < r,,}, 
for all t. Let B = (Jest.+ B(t) x {t}. B is the body. 
Let 
G’(t) = R3 -B(t) and Q = u G(t) x {t). 
o<t<m 
z = u m(t) x (t> 
o<t<m 
shall denote the lateral boundary of Q, assumed to be a Cm manifold, and we 
let 72 = (ttl , 72 a, rz3, nt) denote the exterior normal to Q (interior to B) on 2, 
with n, = (n, , n2 , rzs). We set 
Sk b) = U Q(t) x 16 and qa, b) = u x2(t) x {t}. 
o<t<b @Q 
We shall suppose that Z is time like, that is 1 nt / < / n, / at each point 
(x, t) E 2. 
This allows us to consider the vector field po(x, t) = -ntno/j n, I2 defined 
on .Z. 
Our assumption that .Z is smooth and time like implies that PO may be 
extended locally, in four-dimensional neighborhoods of a point (x, t) E 2:. 
To simplify our discussion, we shall suppose that there is uniform neigh- 
borhood V of I= on which PO may be extended with 
for all (x, t) E V”. (1) 
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Later in this section we shall make a change of variable (y, t) = (4(x, t), t) 
to study the question of uniqueness. Under such a change of variable, the 
operator ubt - Au becomes, with 
where 
%k = (v$j, v+k> - (+) (+) , 
b. =?i! 
3 
at 
and q =d-$. 
We say that a transformation @(x, t) = (4(x, t), t) is hyperbolic if the sym- 
metric matrix ajk is positive definite on the domain of 4. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that (1) is satisfied. Then for each (x, t) E 2 there is 
neighborhood U(x, t) and a hyperbolic mapping @ defined on U such that 
V = Q(U) is a nezkhborhood of the origin in (y, t) coordinates, and 
@(UnQ)= Vn((y,t):y,>O}. 
Proof. We may suppose without loss of generality that (x, t) = (0,O) 
in R3 x R. Then we rotate the x coordinates so that n, at (0,O) points in the 
direction of (0, 0, - 1, 0). It follows that there is a neighborhood u’ of the 
origin such that .Z n u’ may be described by X, = g(xr , X, , t), with 
0 = g(0, 0,O). Furthermore we note that g,,(O, 0,O) = g,B(O, 0, 0) = 0. 
We define the transformation 4(x, t) = (xi , xs , X, - g(xl , x2 , t)). Let 
A = [ajk] be the matrix of coefficients of the transformed operator L. Then 
for 5 E R3, 
where ($‘)* is the transpose of the Jacobian matrix for x -+4(x, t) and dt is 
the vector (i?/at)+(x, t). Let #(y, t) be the inverse to 4. Then since 
Y = 9w(YP t>, 9, we have &(x, t) = -$‘(&), so that 
<A 3 o2 = (h 9 w>* o2 < I A I2 I(+‘)* t 12. 
Hence 
<a, 5) 3 k?v* E I2 (1 - I $4 I”> 3 $ (1 - I 94 I”)- 
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Now G(Y, 0 = (yl , yz , y3 + g(y, , y2 , t)) so the operator norm 
II 3’ I/ G (3 + g:, + g&)1’? 
Furthermore #I* = (0, 0, gt). Hence 
2 
<a, 5) 3 (3 + g;17- g;)l,2 (1 - gtv 
assuming that gf2 < 1. At this point we use the fact that 1 nt j < a 1 n, / , 
0 < o( < 1. This implies that 
Since gZ1(O, 0,O) = g,,(O, 0,O) = 0, we must have g,(O, 0, 0)2 < a2 < 1. It 
follows that on some perhaps smaller neighborhood U C U’, @ = ($(x, t), t) 
is hyperbolic. 
We next introduce some functional spaces in which we shall pose the 
problem. We shall deal only with real valued functions. Let D be an open set 
of R3. Then by EP(SZ) we mean the space of (classes of) functions u on G such 
that the distribution derivative au/&, ELM, i = 1, 2, 3. Hi(Q) is a Hilbert 
space with the norm 
C,m(G) denotes the space of infinitely differentiable functions with compact 
support, E&,1(&?) is the closure of Corn(Q) in HI(G). If the boundary of Sz is 
regular, there is a natural inclusion H,,l(sZ) C Hl(R3), obtained by extending 
an element u E W,l(52) by zero outside Sz. 
We consider the following problem: Assumef E H,1(sZ(O)), and g EL~(SZ(O)) 
with compact support. Then we look for a function u(x, t) on Q such that 
u tt - Au = 0 on QY (2) 
U==O on 2, 
4% 0) = f(x) in Q(O), (3) 
u,(x, 0) = g(x) in -Q(O). 
By a weak solution of (2), (3) we shall mean a function u(x, t) such that 
u(-, t) E &l@(t)) and u,(-, t) EL~(SZ(~)) for each t, and t ---f U( ., t) is continuous 
with values in H1(R3), and t + u,(*, t) is continuous with values inL2(R3). We 
abbreviate this by saying u E C([O, T]: Ho1(Q(t))), ut E C([O, T]: L2(SZ(t))). 
The equation (2) is to be satisfied in the sense of distributions on Q. 
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Existence and uniqueness of weak solutions of (2), (3) were proved in [l] 
under the stronger hypothesis that Q could be mapped onto a cylinder over 
some fixed &, in a hyperbolic manner. 
We can now prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions of problem 
(2), (3) using only the hypothesis (1). 
We begin with an estimate of solutions of an equation with variable coef- 
ficients in a neighborhood of the boundary of the half space 
R+3 = {y E R3: y3 > 01. 
Specifically, let V’ be an open neighborhood of the origin in R4. Set 
V = V'n {(y, t):y3 > O}. 
We let Z = {(y, t): ys = 0). Let w(y, t) be a twice continuously differentiable 
function on 7. We suppose that on V, 
LfJ = vtt - ; & (%k g-) +=‘bj$vt +Zq&=f, 
v=O on i3Vf-lZ (4) 
The coefficients of L are assumed smooth and bounded on V. Let b denote 
the vector (4 , b, , b3), and A the symmetric matrix [u,~]. A is assumed 
positive definite with 
c > 0, 
Let 11 A 11 denote the norm of A, and set 
X = [m$2 1 b 1 + 11 A j11/2)]-1. 
Let W be the cone 
((3 t): x I Y I = I t - to I 3 t < to>, 
where to > 0 is chosen so that 
Wn{(y,t):y3,t>O}Cvn.x. 
We denote the t cross sections of W n V by w(t). Then we have the following. 
LEMMA 2. Let v E C”(v) satzify (4) in V. Then for some constant C > 0 
we have 
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Proof. We may write 
2P) vt = $ ht + 4% v)> - 2 g & (Uj. g vt) + 2 c b& + q, 
- 3 j 
where q is quadratic in an,jayj and vt . 
Let 
W(O, T) = {(y, t): h I y / = I t - t, / , 0 < t < T < to}, 
be the truncated cone of the same slope. Then 
= s awo.dnu h(“t2 +a(% v)) - X4 , V,v) vt + 2(n,, b) vt”} dS 
= 2 S/w(o*T)n” fvt  dy dt- (5) 
On Z n W(0, T) n v, n, = 0 and vt = 0 so that the boundary integral 
vanishes there. On W(T), ny = 0 and n, = 1 while on w(O), n, = 0 and 
nt = -1. Hence the boundary integral on W(T) reduces to 
and on w(O) to 
- I w(o) (vt” + 4% 4) dY* 
It remains to estimate the boundary integral on the curved surface of 
W(0, T) n V, denoted by Zi . Now 
2 I<An, , V,+l vt B (An,, n,)1’2 (vt2 + a(~, v)), 
and so the boundary integral over Z; is no smaller than 
s z; (nt - <A 71,) % 1’2 -2 I b I I n, I) (vtz + a(~, v)) ds 
2 =, (nt - 1 ny 1 [ii A /l1/2 + 2 I b I]) (v: + ~(v, v)) dS 3 0 s 
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by our choice of the slope of W, given by A. Thus (5) and our estimates on the 
boundary integrals imply that 
where we have estimated q from above by a multiple of the positive definite 
form a(~, 0) + V~ 2 The result then follows from Gronwall’s lemma. . 
We next use the estimate just obtained to prove a local uniqueness theorem 
for weak solutions of (4). L, V and W remain as in Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose o(y, t) is a function such that 
w E C([O, T]: H,l(R+3)) and fJt E C([O, Tl: L2(R+3)), 
where 
R+3 = {y:y3 > O}. 
Suppose that Lv = 0 in the sense of distributions on V and that v has zero 
Cauchy data in,w(O) = Wn Vn{t =O}. Then zI =0 in Wn V. 
Proof. We wish to apply the estimate of Lemma 2, and to do so we shall 
regularize o, first in the space variable y. Let p(y) be a Csm function, p 3 0 
and s p dy = 1. We suppose that support of p is contained in 1 y 1 < 1 and 
that p is symmetric with respect to the origin. We then set 
p,(y) = c-$3 ($l , ? , $ - 1) . 
Thus pE has its support shifted to the right of Z. 
Then we set 
7.F = v * pE = 
s 4~ - Y’, t) PRY’) d!‘. 
ZF is now smooth in the y variables. It is easily shown that TF has the same 
continuity properties as v and that vf = 0 on Z n aV. With regard to the 
operator L, we see that 
L(WE) =f’ 
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where 
A, = h(v, ;i: PJ - (bp,) * pc , 
Next we let 4(t) E Csm with # 3 0 and s 4 dt = 1. We suppose that # has 
support in / t 1 < 1 and we define 1G,(t) = T-l$(t/y - 1). Thus 4, has its 
support shifted to the right of t = 0. We now put v<*n = v f  * #J, . ~7 is now 
smooth in both variables, with zero Cauchy data in w(O). Moreover v’*q 
satisfies 
L(P”) =f’*” + g”, 
where g” is determined in a manner similar to f  and f’*” = f’ * #, . By 
Lemma 2, we have 
because ZF~ has zero Cauchy data in w(O). 
The usual type of mollifier argument shows that gn ---L 0 in L2( W) as 71 4 0. 
vf*n + vE uniformly in t as a function with values in H,,1(R+3) and ~$3~ + vtC 
uniformly in t with values in J~~(R+~), because of the continuity of v’. Thus 
the estimate becomes 
I w(t) (~8~ + 4vf, v’) dr < ect /ot/uc.i (f’) dr ds- 
Taking the limit again as E J 0, we deduce that 
s w(t) (vt” +4v, VI> dr G 0 for 0 < t < tO. 
It follows that v  = 0 in W n V. 
Now we return to the noncylindrical case. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that u is a weak solution of (2), (3). If u has zero 
Cuuchy data in .n(O), then u = 0 in Q. 
Proof. Recall that u is called a solution of (2), (3) if t + u(., t) is continuous 
in H1(R3) and t + u,(., t) is continuous in L2(R3). Let 
T = sup{T: u = 0 in Q(0, T)}. 
T>o 
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We shall show that Q- < CO yields a contradiction. By Lemma 1, for each 
(x, T) E ~Q(T), there exists a neighborhood U of (x, T) and a hyperbolic 
mapping @ = (4(x, t), t) defined on U such that 0(U) is a neighborhood of 
the origin in R4 and 0( U n Q) = Q(U) n {(y, t): y3 > 0). Let U’ be a 
slightly smaller neighborhood of (x, T), U’ C U and set V’ = @(U’). Let 
x(x, t) E Co”(U) such that x = 1 on U’. Set Zz = xu. Then 6 has the same 
continuity properties as u. Finally set w = zi($(y, t), t). t -+ v(., t) is con- 
tinuous in H,1(R+3) and EQ(*, t) is continuous inL2(R+3). Because J,, - Au’ = 0 
on U’ n Q, we have Lv = 0 on V = V’ n {(y, t): y3 > 0} where 
with the matrix ailc positive definite on V. In each neighborhood V, we may 
place a cone Was described before, and deduce that V = 0 in W n V since u 
has zero Cauchy data in Q(T). Mapping back by Y = ($( y, t), t)), we deduce 
that there is a neighborhood mto,r) of each point (x, T) E ali’(~) in which 
u = 0. By the Lebesgue covering lemma, there is an r > 0 such that 
if (x, T) E aQ(T), then B,(x, T) C fi f or some fi where &(x, T) is the sphere 
of radius T and center (x, T). Thus u = 0 in a neighborhood of the boundary 
for 7 < t < 7 + r. Hence u can be extended as a solution of utt - d?r = 0 
in all of R3 for 7 < t < 7 -j- r, with zero Cauchy data. It follows from well 
known results for solutions in R3 that u = 0 for 7 < t < 7 + r. Thus T was 
not maximal and so we must have 7 = +a). 
We now proceed to the question of existence. Recall that 
on Z and in (1) we assumed that it could be extended to a neighborhood V 
of Z, with I/3,, 1 < 01 < 1 on V. Now let x(x, t) > 0 be a Com(R4) function 
with support in Y and x = 1 on B. Then set 
B(x, t) = x(x, 4 &0(x, t). 
The first step in our existence proof is an a priori estimate on smooth solu- 
tions of (2), (3). 
Let /3’ denote the Jacobian matrix of x--+/3(x, t), while & is the vector 
(a/at) 8. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that the initial data f and g hawe compact support and 
that u is a smooth solution to (3). Then there is a constant 
c = (1 - 4-’ mp(I A I + 5 II B’ II>, 
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such that 
where 
E(u, t) = jntt, (utZ + I Vu I”) dx. 
Proof. To obtain our estimate we shall use an idea of Lee [8]. 
Instead of multiplying solutions of (2) by ut to obtain the usual energy 
estimate, we shall multiply by ut + (/3, Vu) where 
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(6) 
vu= a,,*,q. 
( ax, ax, ax, 
A straight forward calculation yields 
Cut + (8, Vu>) (utt - Au) + (Bt , Vu> ut - @‘Vu, Vu> 
+ (vy) (I vu 12 - Ut”) 
=~[(u~+B.v~)~tl-~~[(Ut+B.VU)~] (7) 
t t 
; @ut2- IVu121 +G&w- IW~. -- t 
Because U(X, t) has compact support, we may integrate (7) over Q(0, T) to 
obtain 
s , o(o T) (Bt , vu> ut - #‘Vu, Vu> + (‘9) (I Vu I* - ut”) dx dt 
= 
I ao(0.r) 
{(ut + (B, Vu>) (w - (% > Vu>) - tw - I vu I”) 
x h + 6% n,)> dS. 
Now nt + (8, n,) = 0 on 2, and since u = 0 on Z, (Vu, ut) is a scalar 
multiple of ft so that ut + (/3, Vu) = 0 also. Hence the integral over Z(0, T) 
vanishes, and multiplying through by 2, we have 
jncTj (ut” + 2(j3, Vu) ut + I Vu I”) dx - jot,, (ut” + 2% Vu> ut + I Vu I”) dx 
=s 
{2(& , Vu) ut - 2(~‘Vu, Vu> f (0 . /3) (I Vu I2 - ut2)} dx dt. 
Q(0.T) 
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Because of (I), we have / ,6 1 < 01< 1 so 
Vu I”) dx < (a + 1) E(u, t). 
Since 1 V . /I 1 = 1 trace p’ j < 3 (/ 8’ /) , we may bound the integrand over 
Q(Q T) by 
(I A I + 5 II B’ II) (Ut” + I vu I”> d w + x/3> vu> Ut + I vu 12), 
where 
c = (1 - 4-l my4 A I + 5 II B’ II>. 
Then by Gronwall’s lemma we deduce that 
Iott) {ut” + 2@, vu> Ut + I Vu I”> dx < et j-tob{ut2 + X8, Vu> ut + I Vu 12b% 
whence 
qu, t) < (+g) qu, 0) ect. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose f E H,,l(Q(0)), g EL~(Q(O)) with compact support. 
Then there exists a unique solution u to (2), (3) with 
and ut E C( [0, T] . L”@(t)). 
Furthermore u satisfies the estimate 
E(u, t) < (K) ectE(u, 0), 
where 
c = (1 - a>-’ my(I Bt I + 5 II B’ II). 
Proof. Uniqueness is insured by Theorem 1. Now let fn and g, be a 
sequence of C,~(sZ(O)) functions such that fn -+f in H,,l(Q(O)), g, +g in 
L2(sZ(0)). Inoue [5] has proved the existence and uniqueness of a Cm solution 
u-(x, t) of (2), (3) with initial data fn and g, . Applying the a priori estimate 
(6) to ZP - urn, which is a solution of (2), (3) with initial data f,, - fm and 
g?&--gm, we see that un is a Cauchy sequence in the energy norm and hence 
E(zP, t) is uniformly convergent on any interval [0, T]. It follows that ZP 
is Cauchy in C([O, T]; H,l(Q(t))). In fact, it suffices to consider u” as extended 
by 0 inside B(t), whence zin is Cauchy in C([O, T]; H1(R3)). 
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Thus un converges uniformly in C([O, T]; H,,l(Q(t)) to a function u in the 
same class, and utn converges uniformly in C([O, T]; L”(Q(t)) to a function ZI. 
It is easily shown that w = ut in the sense of distributions and that u is indeed 
a weak solution (2), (3). Finally it is clear that the energy estimate (6) will be 
preserved. 
Remark. We note that the uniqueness Theorem 1 only used the fact that 
1 /3 / < 01 on Z itself. This type of condition only on Z is probably sufficient 
for existence as well. However, we made the hypothesis (1) to obtain the 
estimate (6) as simply as possible. 
2. LOCAL ENERGY DECAY 
We wish to make a one sided estimate on a quantity which plays an 
important role in our estimates later. For (x, t) E Z consider 
2t(n, ) x) + (Y” + t2) n, Y  = (Xl2 + x22 + x32)l/*. (8) 
Note that if nt = 0 (i.e., cylindrical boundary), then (8) is nonpositive if 
n, . x < 0, that is, B(t) is star like. This is the hypothesis made by Morowetz 
[7, 111 in her local energy decay estimates. We must impose a stronger 
condition. 
We assume that the B(t) are uniformly starlike in a strict sense, that is, 
for all (x, t) E Z, 
where y > 0 is a constant independent of x and t. 
LEMMA 5. There exist constants 6 and 7 > 0 such that when CL is su$iciently 
small, (8) is nonpositive for 6 < t < 6 + 7 where 7 = CJCX and 6 = c301. 
Proof. By (9) 
w&L! 3 x} + (r” + t2) nt < -27 j n, ’ t + nt(r2 + t2). 
Then (8) is nonpositive when 
ptJ 2vt 
1 B 1 = ,  n, (  G  r2 + t2' (x, t) E z. 
Recalling that b < Y  < r. for (x, t) E Z, and that 1 /3 / < OL on .Z, we see that 
(10) is at least satisfied for t between the roots of the quadratic equation 
by t2 - 2t - -+ r02 = 0. 
( > a 
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They are given by the quadratic formula as 
% f ((%,” - YJ? 
For 01 sufficiently small, the roots are both real and tend to 0 and +co as 
C-i--+0. 
Next, we turn to an estimate of the local energy due originally to 
Morawetz [I l] and later generalized by Kazarinoff and Bloom [fj. It is based 
on the following identity. Let U(X, t) be a smooth function. 
Let u, = (l/r) (X * V u i.e., the directional derivative of u in the radial ), 
direction. Then 
where 
(utt - 4 Ky2 + t2) ut + W4,l = div(p,q), (11) 
p = -tfQx - 2t(x, Vu) vu + t 1 vu 12 x - (Y” + t*) &VU 
- 2tuvu - i&Y-y(Yz + P) uyt x, 
q = 2t<x, Vu) ut + $(Y2 + P) (I vu 12 + Ut”) + 2tuu, 
+ ((y” + t2)/y2) (UP4 x> + Bu”). 
Now assume that u is a smooth solution of (2), (3) with f and g of compact 
support. With 6 > 0, we integrate over the region Q(S, 8 + T), r > 0 whence 
o=/ a?(&6+r) ((P, d + m> ds. 
Since u has compact support (in x) at t = 0, it has compact support for all t. 
Thus the boundary integral only involves integrals over Z(6, S + T), sZ(S + T) 
and G(S). On G(6) and s2(6 + T), n, = 0 and n, = + 1 and - 1, respectively. 
On 2, u = 0 so that (Vu, ut) is a scalar multiple of 71, and in fact, 
(Vu, Ut) = ($) n. 
Thus on Z, we deduce that 
(P, %> + Pt = -$ (gf Pt<x, %> + (y” + t2) nt] (nt2 - I %! I”). 
It follows that 
x (2t<x, n,) + (y2 + t2) nt) dS. (12) 
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At this point we introduce a notation for the local energy. Let D be a 
subdomain of Q(t). Then 
E,(u, t) = jD (ut” + I Vu I”) dx. 
If D = (x E Q(t): ) x 1 < h}, th en we write simply Eo(u, t) = &,(u, t) and 
when h = co, we write E,(u, t) = E(u, t) to coincide with our previous 
notation for the total energy. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that u is a weak solution of (2), (3) with support of 
u(x, S) contained in the sphere of radius Y, > Y,, . Suppose that 
2t(x, n$ + (Y” + t2) nt < 0 for S < t < S + 7, 
where 7 > 2h. Then 
E,(u, 7 + S) < “:‘T;r E(u, S). 
7 (13) 
Proof. Suppose now that u is a smooth solution of (2) (3). Following 
Morawetz, q may be written, 
4’ yy [I vu 12 - u,2] 
+ J&&4 + f12 [W>r + (yu)tl” + (Y - ty [(YU), - (YU)Jq. 
Now setting t = S and making simple estimates, we find 
4(x, S) < (y ; s)2 [I vu 12 + 24: + 9 - u’] . 
A simple calculation shows 
s 
(49 _ 7 dx - j ur2 dx, 
so 
s a(s) q(x, 6) dx < vx s R(8) (I Vu I2 + ut”) dx. 
On the other hand, following Morawetz, we see that for t > 2r, 
409/49/I-=’ 
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But 
since u = 0 on ~.Q(T + 8). Thus 
(T + qz 
8 s IXISA 
(I Vu I2 + ut”) dx 
< s p(7+6) 4(X> r + 6) dx 
< s s)(6) p(x,F)dx<~;// (IVuj2+u:)dx, n(s) 
whence 
s (I Vu I2 + Q) dx < 4pz$ s (ut2 + 1 Vu 1”) dx for 7 > 2h. Id<A 7 sm 
To obtain the inequality for a weak solution of (2), (3), approximate by 
the smooth solutions of Theorem 2 and pass to the limit. 
From now on we shall assume that the initial data has support in the 
sphere of radius p 3 rO . 
THEOREM 3. Assume (1) and (9). S pp u ose that f and g have support in the 
sphere of radius p > Y,, . Let u be a weak solution of (2), (3). Then for a su@zkdy 
small, and (1 - a)-’ max+-(1 /$ 1 + 5 II /3’ 11) suficiently small, there are con- 
stants K and 0 > 0 such that 
l&,(u, t) < Ke-etE(u, 0). 
The proof of Theorem 3 is based on the ingenious procedure of Morawetz 
[ll], in which the solutions is split into two parts at time T; one of which 
becomes identically zero on I x 1 < 3p, and a remainder. Repeating the 
splitting and using the decay estimate of Lemma 4, we obtain the result. 
First we state two lemmas from the paper of Morawetz. We show later 
that they remain valid for the case of a moving boundary. 
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LEMMA 7. The solution u may be written as 
where F, is the free space solution with the same initial data as u outside B(O), 
with initial data 0 inside B(0). Furthermore 
for r < t - p, 
and when t = 2p, R, has support of at most 3p, and 
W, > 2~) d WP) JW, 0) 
with k,(2,) = 2 (1 + (~):“‘) 
where c is the constant of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 8. For any T > 2p, R, = Fl + R, . Here Fl vanishes for 
r < t - T - p. For t > p, R, is a solution of the wave equation with 
R, = Ii,, = 0 for t = T, and on Z:, R, = Fl , where Fl has support .Z in time 
of at most 2p. Furthermore 
where 
W, , T + 2~) < k@p) &&, , T), 
k(2p) = &PP), cg > 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Choose the constants h and rl of Lemma 6 both to be 
equal to 3p. We denote the coefficient of E(u, 8) in (13) by P(T) with these 
values for h and rl . That is, 
P(T) = 4(3P + a21 
(7 + q2 * 
Now we assume that OL and c are so small that r > 6p and 
This can be done because as OL -+ 0,6 -+ 0 and V- + 6 -+ + 0~). Simultaneously, 
as c and (Y are made small, k(2p) approaches 4c, . Then we set T = 7 + 2p. 
Now from Lemma 8, we have R, = Fl + R, for t > T, and 
-W, , T + 2~) < Wp) -%,(R, , T). 
Since support of R, at time 2p is contained in 1 x / < 3p, we shift the t 
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coordinate so that the new coordinate t’ has its origin at t = 2p - 6. Then 
apply the inequality of Lemma 4, to obtain 
WI > T + 2~) G IV - 2~) WP) WG ,2p). 
But at T + 2p, RI has support in 3p so that we may apply Lemma 8 to 
RI , playing the role of RO. Doing this repeatedly we obtain, for t 2 nT, 
-%=iF, f%, u =F, +R,, 
where Fk are free space solutions which vanish for 7 < t - kT - p and R,, 
satisfies 
Now 
J-W , nT + 2~) < Wp) iW - 2~) WC, ,2~) 
< kn+1(2p) p”( T - 2p) E(u, 0). 
log(k(2p)p(T - 2~)) = -9T 
for some ~9 > 0, because k(2p) p( T - 2p) < 1. Thus 
E(R, , nT + 2p) d k(2p) emnBTE(u, 0). 
Recall now for t > nT + 4p, F, = 0 on (1 x 1 < 3p) = D, . Hence for 
t>nT-+4p,u=R,onD,and 
%Su, t> = %(R, , t) G E(R, , t). 
Applying the energy estimate of Lemma 4 to R, , we have, for t > nT + 4p 
Whence 
J%P(U, t) < k(t - (nT + 2~)) WL , nT + 2~). 
EsP(zl, t) < k(t - (nT + 2~)) k(2p) eAenTE(u, 0). 
For given t choose 7t so large that 
t=nT-+4p$oT with O,(a<l. 
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Then 
and 
t - (nT + 4~) < T 
Thus 
e-neT = e-e(72T+4d . e4e0 
> 
= e-et . $bT-t4d. 
where 
K = k(T + 2~) k(2p) e@(T+4~). 
As a corollary to Theorem 3, we have the following. 
THEOREM 4. If  01 and c are su@iently small, the total energy E(u, t) of a 
weak solution of (2), (3) is bounded. 
Proof. We assume 01 and c are small enough to imply the rate of decay 
obtained in Theorem 3 holds for D, . Then we estimate first 
E(u, 2~) = f  (ut + ] Vu 1s) dx < Ke-2eDE(u, 0). 
4 
At time t = 4p, support of u is contained in / x 1 < 5p so that 
E(u, 4~) = Es&, 4~) + s,,<,,,<e, Cut” + I Vu I”) dx. 
. -. 
Because of the finite speed of propagation, we can say 
s 3p~,r,<5p utVb) + I Vu(4~)l’ dx G Es,& 2~). \ 
Then using the rate of decay we have 
E(u, 4~) < Ke-@oE(u, 0) + Ke-2eDE(u, 0) 
< K(e-2eo + e--Ieo) E(u, 0). 
In the same manner 
< KeapE(u, 0) + JQ,(u, 4~) 
< K(e-wp + e-pBp + e-%) E(u, 0). 
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E(u, 2np) < K(.cz-~~~~ + *a* + e--20”) E(u, 0). 
Since e-a@0 < 1, we have, summing the geometric series, 
-W, 2~) ,< ( 1 “-,“-“ioo) E(u, 0), n = 1,2,3 ,.... 
For arbitrary t, choose n so that 2np < t < 2(n + 1) p. Using the estimate 
on energy growth of Theorem 2, we have 
E(u, t) < (g) eC(t-2no)E(u, 2np) 
< (+-) e2cp (1 E;:ec) E(u, 0). 
We now proceed to the proof of Lemma 7. 
Proof of Lemma 7. We let F,, be the free space solution of utt - Au = 0 
with initial data f and g for x E G(O), and we extend f and g by zero inside 
B(0). Then f E H1(R3) and g E L2(R3). S ince support off and g is contained in 
) x 1 ,< p, it follows, by Huyghen’s principle, that F, = 0 for r < t - p. 
Next define R, = u -F,, . Then by the formula for the in homogeneous 
equation, it follows that when t = 2p, R,, has support in at most ) x 1 < 3p. 
Finally 
Vo ,2p) ,< W(~, $I+ E(Fo > 2~)) 
- e2cp + 11 E(u, 0) < Ai(2p) E(u, 0). 
Proof of Lemma 8. We note that since F, = 0 on B(t) for t > 2p, 
R, = u - F0 is also zero on B(t) for t > 2p. Now we define Fl = R, for 
t < T, and at t = T we continue Fl as the free space solution of q F, = 0 
with the following initial data at t = T: 
Fl = % , Gt = Wt , for x E 52(T), 
Fl =Flt = 0 for x E B(T). 
We wish to apply Huyghen’s principle to Fl in the region Q(0, T), where we 
note that Fl = R,, = ?I -F, satisfies OF, = 0. Let (x, t) be a point with 
r < t - T - p. Then a backward cone with vertex at (x, t) does not inter- 
sect C(0, T), and intersects the plane t = 0 outside the sphere [ x [ < p where 
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the support off and g is contained. It follows that Fi(x, t) = 0 by Beltrami’s 
form of the wave operator (see Courant-Hilbert [3, p. 5751). 
Fort>T,thenwesetR,=R,-Fr. q R,=OinQ(t)fort>Tand 
R, = R,, = 0 for t = T. For (x, t) with r 3 t - T + p, t >, T, Fl = R, , 
and hence R, = 0 for r 3 t - T + p. Consequently, when t = T + 2p 
support of R, is contained in 1 x j < 3~. Next we wish to estimate the energy 
ofR,attimet = Tf2p. 
We note that RR, = 0 on B(t) for t > 2p and Fl = 0 on B(t) for t > T + 2p, 
by the argument above. Hence R, = 0 on B(t) when t 2 T -+ 2p. Hence the 
total space energy of R, at time T + 2p is equal to 
E(R, , T + 2~) = 4&C > T + 2~). 
For the moment we set h(x) = R,(x, T) and k(x) = R&x, T). We define 
new functions R(x) and k(x) as follows: 
for I x I < 3p, 
for [ x 1 > 3p, 
44 for j x / < 3p, 
h‘(x) = 
h (w) for / x j > 3p. 
Then h(x) E N,1(Q( T)) implies h”(x) E H,‘(Q( T)) and 
where cs > 1. For t 3 T, we continue R, as the sum of two solutions 
R, = R,, + R,’ where & has initial data h(x) and h(x) at time t = T. Simi- 
larly we continue Fl =pi + F’, whereflr has initial data R(x), K(X) at t = T. 
The data for R,’ andF’, has support in / x ( >, 3p and so for T < t < T + 2p, 
we have R,’ = F’. Hence for T < t < T + 2p, 
R,==R,-Fl=&,-i$. 
Calculating the energy, 
E(R, > T + 2~) < X-W?, , T + 2~) + EC&, , T + 2~)) 
< 2 I(g) e2DcE(&, T)+ E(flo, T)/ . 
By our choice of k and k”, E(& , T) and E(po, T) are both bounded by 
c3 s lxlS3u (I W412 + I W12) dx, 
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whence 
JWI , T + 2~) d 2~3 ](E) ezpO + 11 J%,(% , T). 
We denote this last constant by K(2p), whence the lemma. 
3. EXAMPLES 
To give examples, we will suppose that the moving body B(t) rises as the 
image under smooth mappings of a fixed body B, . 
Specifically we assume that B, is a compact set of RS with smooth boundary. 
Let x = $(y, t) be a family of smooth maps defined on a neighborhood U 
of B, , #(y, t): U --+ Rs, with smooth inverse 4(x, t) = y. Define 
Then 
Y(Y, t) = (KY, t), t): u x (0, 00) --t Rs x (0, a). 
B(t) = $(Y, t) Bo and B = u B(t) x {t} = Y(B,, x (0, co)). 
o<t<m 
Let Y’ denote the Jacobian matrix of Y, which can be written 
where $’ is the 3 x 3 Jacobian matrix of q5 considered as a function of y, and 
tjt = (&h/a,) (y, t) is a vector. 
Let Y’* denote the adjoint to ?P’. (!P’)* has matrix 
QY* 0[ 1 $4 1 ’
where $‘* is the transpose of t,k. Let n = (n, , nt) be the unit interior normal 
at (x, t) E ,Z’, the lateral boundary of B. Then it follows that (!P’)* tt is a 
normal vector to the surface of B, x (0, co) at the point (y, t) = (+(x, t), t). 
Thus (Y’)* n = (v, 0), where Y is normal to aBo . This yields the two equa- 
tions 
(9’)” n, = v, <k , nn> + nt = 0. (14) 
Thus 7t, = [(I#‘)*]-~ v and n, = -(& , n,). Hence 
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From this it follows that & can be extended in a neighborhood V of 2, and 
can be estimated 
Thus to obtain a bound for 1 /3s / , it suffices to require that / & / < OL < 1 
on V. Furthermore we note from (14) that the vector field (& , 1) is also 
tangent to the manifold 2, and so & can be used in place of fl,, for the energy 
estimate of Lemma 4. Thus we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let B, be a compact set with smooth boundary and suppose that 
t -+ $(y, t) is a family of smooth, in vertible maps defined on a nkghborhood U 
of B, . Let B(t) = #(y, t) B, and Q(t) = R3 - B(t). Then there exists a unique 
weak to solution to problem (2), (3) provided 
I 94 I d 01-c 1 on u x (0, al). (15) 
We turn next to examples of B(t) where the energy decay results of Sec- 
tion 2 apply. Assume that $(y, t) = R(t)y where R(t) is a family of invertible 
linear maps on R3. We assume also that B, C (1 y  1 < l} and that B, is 
starlike with respect to the origin in the sense that 
for all y  E aB, , where v  is the interior normal to aB, . Then it follows that 
B(t) = R(t) B, is also starlike with respect to the origin. This follows from 
the fact that in our special case #(y, t) = R(t) y, we have #‘(y, t) = R(t) 
and at a point (x, t) E Z, n, = (R*)-l v where v  is as before. Thus 
(n, , x> = @*J-l ~,~y~=~~,y~~--~I~IIyl~~. 
Two interesting cases when #(y, t) = R(t, y) are the following: 
(i) R(t) is a family of rotations, R(t) = exp e(t) where O(t) 
symmetric. Then 
is skew 
/ n, / = J(R*)-l * v 1 = I Rv I = I v I 
whence 
and / x / = / R, / = IYI, 
~~,~~~=~~,Y~~-~~~~~YI=--Y/~II~~I~ 
Thus B(t) satisfies (9) with the same constant y. In the linear case 
I,& = R,(t) y = R,(t) R-l(t) x. 
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When R(t) = exp 8(t) is a commuting family of rotations, 
*t = f%&(t)Y. 
We let U = {I y / < 1 + c} and we suppose that the “angular velocity” 
11 et II < 01 < 1. Then I & I < (1 + E) a: for y E U and we can choose E > 0 
such that (1 + E) 01 < 1, thereby satisfying (15). In order to make to estimates 
necessary for the energy decay, we must construct a Cc0 function x(x, t) with 
support in a neighborhood of B. Let x(y) E Csm(Ra) with 0 ,< x < 1, x = 1 
on 4, , with support in {I y I < 1 + G}. Set C, = maxU I Vyx / . Then we 
take X(X, t) = X(R-l(t) x), and we set F(x, t) = X(X, t) O,(t) x. Simple calcula- 
tions yield the estimates 
and 
I r, I G (1 + 4 hw + 4 c, + II Ott II} 
II r’ II G 41 + 4 cx + 1). 
Thus, if the bound 01 for II Bt 11 is small enough, and we have a bound for 
II Ott II , we may obtain the energy decay of Theorem 3. 
(ii) In our second example we take B, = {I y I < l} and let 
WY =r(Oy h w ere r(t) is a smooth, real valued function, 0 < b < r(t) < Y,, . 
B(t) = {x: 1 x I < r(t)} and satisfies (9) with y = 1. Here &(y, t) = r’(t)y. 
Again we take U = (1 y I < 1 + e}. We suppose that I r’(t)1 < (Y < 1, and 
then (15) 11 g wi a ain be satisfied if we choose E > 0 such that (1 + E) 01 < 1. 
In this example we actually have &(x, t) = #,(x/r, t) = r’(t) (X/Y). If we 
take x(y) as in example (i), we may set 
/l(x, t) = x (;) Y'$ . 
Our estimate for Bt is 
pt I < (1 + 6) [(l + 4 C, 1 q 1 + 1 r” - q I/ 
< (1 + 4 ]u + > 6 c,+l);+lY”l/, 
and 
II 8’ II < j f I ((1 + e) cx + 11 d -@ + 4 cx + 11. 
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Thus by controlling bounds on r’ and r”, we may again obtain the energy 
decay of Theorem 3. 
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